The United Kingdom Laser-Tag Alliance Presents:

DropZone XXVI: Invasion!

May 25th to 28th 2018
Gunman Airsoft, Eversley,
Hampshire
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Chairman's Introduction
Welcome to the Dropzone 2018 booklet !
Since the success of our 2017 extravaganza, it’s been a bit
of a bumpy road to get here, but here we undoubtedly are:
Breaking with a 19 year old tradition, we have a new (and I
have to say a BETTER suited) site to play on. So we say a found
farewell and thank you to Nick Day and the old staff at Harmergreen
Wood and say a big ‘Hello’ to Josh Smith at Gunman Airsoft,
Eversley near Reading – a site run by Airsoft players and LRPers for
the enjoyment of the hobby. Within its environs expect to find to find
a fully modelled Western Village, a stunning Viking village and a host
of other interesting features including the intriguingly titled ‘Tree 18’
and, supposedly the odd lost tagger (Apparently- based on a
facebook conversation- it saves time if we put the APB out on both
David Antram and Harvey now).
As per last year we have a miscellany of exciting games
running over the weekend (and forgive me if I forget huge chunks of
what’s happening as I’m doing this from memory and away from my
notes); ranging from Star Wars and a sequel to the popular game set
in the Dead Space universe through to another episode in the home
grown Fallen Days universe.
As ever all these organisers are volunteers – putting on
games for the rest of us (often at the expense of their sanity); so, as
the weekend progresses, if there’s a game you think doesn’t appeal
to you as a player how about lightening their load by offering to
NPC ? Promise it will be at least as much fun as playing a game (it’s
often a lot more as we *regular* NPCs can attest … and just to
clarify, that’s people who NPC games a lot of the time – not an NPC
crew after a bumper bowl of All Bran).
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But wait, there’s more ! If you’re not content with all that, we
have a few other things going on such as the popular (free)
Barbecue, as well as that traditional feature of Dropzone – the fire pit
(purpose built this year): where various pyromaniacs build and
maintain improbably large bonfires and we sit after the evening game
chatting and socialising (although not so much drinking any more –
*sniff*).
Either way, if you’re trying this for the first time or an old
hand and you can’t find the answers you want in this booklet (or just
want a chat), please feel free to get in touch with me or any other
committee member at any time through our facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/154025587989463/
Either way, I’ll point them all out on Friday night – just so you
know who to blame.
Here’s to having some fun – whether talking or shooting 
Best Wishes
Paul Watson
Chairman UKLTA 2017/18
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Welcome To Dropzone!
Dropzone 2018 takes place over the bank holiday weekend, Friday
25th to Monday 28th May 2018. The site should be open from
around 2pm.
The event will occur at Gunman Airsoft, Eversley, Hampshire.
Directions are at the back of this guide.
As ever, the usual reminders:
• The event is not open to under 18’s – it’s an insurance thing, sorry.
• It’s a camping event: so a tent, camper van, or car you can sleep in
is recommended.
• Thanks to Tim we will be having the ever popular BBQ (burgers and
sausages - vegetarian option also available) on the Saturday
evening. For everything else there’s a supermarket close by (one of
our members will programme your satnav for you if you need it ).
• Lazer Tag equipment is available for hire over the weekend, so
please don’t let that be a bar to coming along and joining in the fun.
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Timetable
All times are subject to the tagging time-warp!
Friday
20:00 hrs Welcome to Dropzone
21:00 hrs Earth Has Fallen
by Eddy King
Saturday
10:00 hrs Up From the Beach
by Chris Hannaford
14:00 hrs Star Wars: Scum & Villainy
by James Barclay,
Claire Barclay &
Patrick Casey
18:00 hrs Dropzone BBQ courtesy of Tim Atkinson.
20:00 hrs Dead Space: Dark Horizons
by JR Griffiths
Sunday
10:00 hrs Fallen Days: (all day)
by Sue Lee, Andy
Flood & Simon Clark
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Game Briefings
Friday 2100
Earth has Fallen
Set in the modern world, the Earth has been invaded from
space. All major cities have been levelled and all military bases
around the world are gone.
No one has seen the invaders; at least no one that still lives.
Player roles
Survivors of the apocalypse.
Costume: Anything old, patched etc
NPCs
Costume: Black's

Saturday 1000
UP FROM THE BEACH
“On the eve of this great adventure, I send my best wishes to every
soldier in the Terran team.To us is given the honour of striking a blow
for freedom which will live in history. And in the better days that lie
ahead, the galaxy will speak with pride of our deeds”.
Field Marshall Foss, Commander Terran Expeditionary Force, on the
eve of the drop assault on planet Gekara
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BACKGROUND
The year is 2344. The Terran Federation has expanded from Earth in
to the wider universe, and has made contact with many alien races.
Some are friendly, but one alien species, the Proximan Empire, has
proved to be hostile and aggressive. interstellar war broke out
between the two civilisations in 2338. After 6 years of brutal conflict
across many worlds, the Terran Star Fleet is finally advancing toward
Proximan territory.
In its path is the small neutral planet of Gekara.
Trapped between the two warring civilisations, the Gekara face a
difficult choice. But in the last 48 hours, they have finally declared
that they will ally themselves with the Proximan Empire.
As a result, the Terran Federation has decided to mount a coup de
main assault on Gekara to knock the small planet out of the war
before they can mobilise their, albeit modest, armed forces to the
Proximan side.
The Terran fleet enters hyperspace en route to Gekara.
On board the cruiser TSS Montgomery, soldiers of the Borcetshire
Light Infantry Regiment (Airmobile) prepare for the coming assault
landing.
H-Hour / D-Day will be 10:00 Zulu on May 26 2344. Prepare to drop.
GAME DETAILS
‘Up From The Beach’ Is an SF Live Role-Playing game set in a
military conflict environment.
It will feature both significant combat and role-playing situations.
Player Character Roles
More complete rules for character generation and skills usage will be
available online closer to the event. The Montgomery task force
consists of:
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1st Bn, Borcetshire Light Infantry Regt. (Airmobile)
The BLI has a long and noble history in the annals of Terran warfare,
and so it’s no surprise to find them in the vanguard of this
pacification.The majority of player roles will be for these human
Infantry who are tasked with the invasion of Gekara.
Players who wish to volunteer for command roles are welcome.
Costume: Camo / Future Soldier. (Multicam/MTP if possible).
Helmets, Body Armour, and as much full battle rattle as you wish,
(and can stand up in). Extra Hit Points will be added for armour.
Weapons: Any.
253rd Civil Affairs Battalion (3-4 Players max)
A military unit consisting of translators, cultural specialists and
Intelligence Officers.Their job is to help the BLI by working with civil
authorities and civilian populations in the area of operations to lessen
the impact of military operations on them during peace, contingency
operations and declared war.
Costume: Camo / Blue / Green clothing, (it’s possible some civilian
specialists have been drafted in). Helmets and body armour may be
worn. Weapons: Sidearms are issued to the unit, and you may if you
wish carry one for self defence purposes.
Other Characters
If you’ve got an idea, contact me on Facebook.
NPC Crew.
I could really use at least 12 NPCs. A variety of role-playing roles are
available, both combat and non-combat related.
Costume:Black base costume, plus extras TBA.
Further rules, briefings, info and sign up sheets will be available via
the Firefight Forum / Facebook group closer to the event.
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Saturday 1400

Star Wars – Scum and Villainy
(set between Episodes 4 and 5)
No Rebels or Jedi allowed (…. No Sith either!)
Please complete this questionnaire (a.s.a.p. please) if you are
planning on playing

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd6ChjE2TETB__j
Bo6pn4zPkdiXqTj5BBQpuI78j1KhiR7f1w/viewform?usp=sf_link
4 hit points with the usual pluses for armour:
Chest/body armour 2pt
Helmet 1pt
Arm armour 1pt (for a pair)
Leg armour 1pt (for a pair)
This game will be running DoT:
Pistol 1pt damage
Assault rifle 2pt damage
Shotguns and bolt action sniper rifles 3pts damage (may only be
used with GM permission and will be very limited, so please
check with James Barclay before DZ 2018).
You have 1 med pack per crew at the start of the game
Med packs can be bought or traded for in game
Each player will start with 500 credits. You can choose to spend
those credits to buy items which may be of use. Costs will be
deducted from your starting credits at the following rates. Any
remaining credits remain with the player for in game use:
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Pistol = 100 credits
Rifle = 200 credits
Chest/body armour = 200 credits
Helmet = 100 credits
Arm armour (pair) = 100 credits
Leg armour (pair) = 100 credits
Med pack = 150 credits

Those of you working as a crew, can, if you so choose, pool your
resources but remember…
…Information can be traded or paid for
The greater your Bounty, the greater your status but will you be
turned in?
For a small teaser, click the link:

https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1Uw3VlsrOEg7anm5Rlacx7dnnyI8U_sQi
Saturday 2000
Dead Space: Dark Horizons
Background Information
With the artifact fragment lost previously it is decided to keep all
survivors from that particular mission be put into isolation given the
events that led up to the loss of space station 'The Sprawl'.
With this in mind, the USG Ishimura II (successor to the Ishimura and
equal in size) cannot take any risks. It will not be deployed until after
the newly selected planet has been scoured for any and all evidence
of Markers or evidence of ground works dating back some 200
years. Both items have resulted in the losses of three planet-crack
vessels and as such no risks will be taken on this mission.
Due to the strained relations between the Church or Unitology and
EarthGov at present, there will be a cap-limit on Unitologists on
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board the USG IShimura II at 1/3 ratio maximum. Even if they did
pay for most of the ship. This ratio will be enforced in all vessels to
ensure that such problems do not occur again.
Destination: Planet Kuros (Located in the next system over to
Aegis 7)
Initial surveys have noted large deposits of mineral-rich ores.
Original estimations have placed the mineral count at 3.5 tonnes per
10 tonnes, much higher than previous missions making this a prime
mining operations planet.
The mining colony (Kuros One) present on the planet has nearly
finished its two-year operation to prepare the planet and the survey
has found no evidence of anything related to Markers present.
Status Update:
Kuros One ceased all communication up to a month ago and so far
as we can establish it seems a debris field has crossed between us
and them resulting in a blackout. This has made EarthGov less than
eager to deploy USG Ishimura II which leads us to you. Your crew
aboard the USG Halham will be approaching Kuros to establish a
safe flight path for Ishimura II and to ensure that all is well with the
colony.
Consider this a cautionary measure as we do not expect anything to
go wrong, but given recent events, all precautions must be taken.
Positions (on a count of 24+ people)
Planetside Miners (6+)
Attire: Overalls
Weapons: Pistols (Plasma cutter)
Planetside Colonists/Scientists (6+)
Attire: Casual clothing (scientists get provided white lab coat)
Weapons: Pistols (Plasma cutter)
Ship Crew (6+)
Attire: Greens
Weapons:
Pistols - If officer
SMG - If Security
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NPCs (6+)
Attire: Blacks/Greens
Further Update:
Upon approach you note two problems needing your attention.
Firstly, Kuros has been caught in a meteorite shower (possible
debris from Aegis 7) and the colony is damaged including the
communications array. Secondly, your own ship takes damage from
micro debris resulting in the loss of power from Reactor Two. With
only one reactor running your vessel can hold orbit but not leave the
system.
Mission Objectives:
1) Restore communications with the colony
2) Prepare the mining facility for Ishimura II
3) Retrieve fuel cores from the colony to restore Reactor Two
4) Retrieve remaining colonists prior to planet crack
5) Reach minimum safe distance so Ishimura II can operate without
interference
Final Update:
You received a few images that were badly garbled in the last
transmission before communications loss and now, after extensive
restoration, find they show some kind of living growth mass in the
background of a few of the forty-plus images retrieved.
Additional Objective Added:
1) Find out what this growth mass is
2) Retrieve sample for research
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Sunday 1000 onwards
Fallen Days
Two years have passed since the invaders came. Earth was
unprepared to defend itself from their technology. We were quickly
subjugated.
For two years we have been caged in a dome. It can’t be
seen, but it is there, surrounding us completely. Whatever it is made
of sliced through everything in its path — the roads aren’t short of the
rusting remains of halves of cars — and has resisted anything we
could throw at it. As far as we can tell, it is centred on Cardiff and it
stretches to the coast. That gives it a radius of about 30 miles. The
state of the rest of the world is a mystery — we assume there are
other domes, but who knows how many and where they are.
Some of us have become collaborators, the Oversight,
serving the aliens as their black-uniformed enforcers. The Oversight
live a more comfortable life, and have all the morals of a snake.
The rest of us resist where we can, stockpiling supplies and
weapons while trying to find a weakness we can use against our
enemy.
A few months ago was the event that could mark the turning
point in our struggle. We ambushed an Oversight patrol — they are
still hunting us — and took a device from them.
We’ve been lying low and trying to figure out how the device works.
We’ve discovered we can use it to pass through the dome. We can’t
afford to wait and experiment any longer; it is time to mount an
expedition to find out what is going on beyond the edge.
The resistance needs men and women like you. Fighters,
explorers, scientists, engineers, even supermarket managers.
Everyone can play their part.
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Deadline for character submission is March 30th. Players who
do not submit a character will be assigned NPC roles, which may
require them to play a resistance character for the entire game
session.
Players will be able to reprise characters from the earlier
games, or create a new character using a google form. Questions to
be considered are
1. What you did before the invasion
2. How you feel about the invaders
3. How you feel about The Oversight
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SAMS 2011 – by Tim Atkinson (Feb 2011)

Introduction
SAMS was last reviewed in early 2007 at which point the blue
smarties had been removed, but now they are back it seems like a
good time for an update with a couple of new rules to keep you all on
your toes. SAMS does not stipulate things such as number of hits or
armour but simply offer recommendations for the guidance of
umpires.
Credits While SAMS is a lot of my own work, many others have
influenced its development including Ben Roberts, John Treadaway,
David Harvey, Paul and Jenny Watson, James Bloodworth, Phil
Higgins, Jasper Hedger, Black Watch, Sarah Clark,
Pete and Rob Morton and Dai Rees. Thanks go in addition to Jenny
Watson for helping with Medical Terminology. I must also thank
Corinne Svoboda for the idea behind and the construction of the
SAMS logo.
Recommendation: a basic player has 3 hits, plus Armour or other
similar protection
Recommendation: +1 hit for a Hard Helmet, +1 for Front chest
armour, +1 for back/spinal armour, +1 for both upper arms and +1 for
both legs
Player Classes
In SAMS based games, players ALL fall into one of the four player
character types.
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Everyone has some skill at everything if you attempt it, so
ANYONE can operate.

SAMS New Feature – Fluids
Fluids are *usually* good for you and aid recovery and so if a medic
or Surgeon player (not anyone else) can administer a small drink or
suitable role-played equivalent if the drink to hand is not real-world
compatible with the patient (which must still actually involve the
dispensing of an expendable fluid – if you haven’t got it you can’t
use it! - and no, pee doesn’t count no matter how much the casualty
has shot at you!). Fluid may be given only once per minute of delay
time, reducing the overall delay by 1 minute. Fluid may NOT be selfadministered.
Drugs
For role-playing purposes the smarties as coloured have the
following effects.

As with previous versions there are two levels – What follows is the
standard system,
see Appendix A for the Basic System
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How to Administer a Single medical treatment
Select two smarties from your medical supplies – it doesn’t matter if
you deliberately pick colours or choose them at random – if you
deliberately choose “Good” results at the start of a game, likely as
not you’ll be handing out “bad” results by the end. Look the colours
up on the chart – the colour combinations of the smarties are unique
so while there is for example a red-pink combination, there is no
pink-red one. Perform the treatment(s) specified for the wound,
inform the patient of the delay time and then move on.
How to Move a casualty
All players may “carry” another casualty by administering one
smartie of any colour, they may then move the casualty – casualty
moves themselves but Player must remain in physical contact with
the patient – if contact is lost patient falls to floor. The player moving
the patient may not use their weapon during this time, if you do, the
casualty falls to the floor.
How to Perform Surgery
A surgeon may, by administering one smartie of each colour (8
smarties), perform an “operation” to remove one bandage or
impediment from a walking wounded casualty. This process carries a
delay of 10 minutes during which time the trauma surgeon must
remain in close contact with the casualty. Any loss of or interruption
to the process results in it needing to be restarted from scratch.
New Feature – Instead of merely “holding hands” the Surgeon
character may use a game of operation or one of the “Morton Bullet
Boxes” first featured in the Firefly games in Dropzone 2010 – Place
this on the chest/back/body of the patient and one successful
extraction of a bullet reduces the time to finish the operation by 1
minute so if the operation is going to last 10 minutes and four
successful “extractions” are performed, this will reduce the time to 6
minutes – no role-playing get arounds – surgery is not easy - if you
can’t do it you will only have to wait the 10 minutes which you will
have to if no trauma box is available.
How to relocate an Arm
Players that have dislocated their shoulders may seek out a Trauma
Surgeon who will administer 4 pain killers (pinks) or 1 anaesthetic
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(red) and with suitable role-playing will pull the appropriate arm to
relocate itself in the socket.
How to perform CPR
Should a player die by bleeding out (20 minute delay) for a further 10
minutes they may be revived by a trauma surgeon player who
performs CPR (with suitable roleplaying) – Draw 1 (and eat) smartie
at random every minute – if a red one is drawn the player is dead
with no chance of recovery, if a pink one is drawn the player recovers
otherwise the CPR continues.
Appendix A – SAMS Basic
SAMS basic is a lot simpler than SAMS standard – When you get
shot down anyone who has some can administer medical treatment.
Administer one smartie and the casualty waits for the following time
delay before re-entering the game.

Red 9 minutes (count to 900)wn 7 minutes (count to 700)
Orange 5 minutes (count to 500)
Yellow 4 minutes (count to 400)
Green 3 minutes (count to 300)
Blue 2 minutes (count to 200)rple 1 minute (count to 100)
Pink No Delay
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Safety, Health and First Aid
Your personal fitness is your own responsibility; however, it
would be appreciated if you would advise us in advance of any
special needs or problems. Please remember that live role-play
games are both physically demanding and potentially dangerous
activities. It would be greatly appreciated if you would let us know in
advance of any medical qualifications you possess.
A comprehensive first aid kit will be placed in an advertised
location and badges will identify all first-aiders.
Emergency Whistle Signals:
Although we’ve never had an accident, it’s always best to be
prepared. In order to facilitate communications over the whole of site,
ALL players must carry a whistle.
The whistle signals are as follows, please learn them:
Game start: 1 whistle blast and/or call of ‘time in’
Game over: 3 long blasts on the whistle (only to be done by at the
request of a game organiser).
Emergency: Continuous blasts on whistles: stop play and close on
the whistle blower.
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Equipment Hire
The committee have arranged a strictly limited number of guns and
sensors for hire.
The conditions of hire are as follows:
1) There is a flat fee of £10 per item for the whole weekend. This
includes the cost of one brand new good quality set of appropriate
batteries for the piece of equipment in question. This fee applies
regardless of the time during the weekend at which the equipment is
issued. (For example, if the equipment is hired on the Friday the fee
is £10, if the equipment is hired on the Sunday afternoon, the fee is
£10).
2) Extra batteries required are the responsibility of the person hiring
the equipment.
Please note if you are hiring a sensor, you will have to change the
battery at some point over the weekend, possibly more than once.
3) In addition to the hire fee, a returnable deposit for each item will
be required before any item of equipment is issued. The deposit
required is £30 in the form of cash or a cheque (sorry no IOUs).
Please note this is per item of equipment, if you hire a gun and a
sensor, the combined deposit will be £30 x 2 = £60 (plus £10 x 2 =
£20 non returnable hire fee).
4) The deposit is to cover breakage or loss; you must return the item
to either Jenny Watson or Simon Barker only. If you hand the item to
anyone else to return, it is still your responsibility.
5) Deposits will only be returned to the person who originally paid
them, and at the discretion of those persons named in rule 4 after a
thorough inspection of the returned item. Please note that in many
cases you are borrowing individuals’ own personal kit, it does not
belong to Dropzone and has been loaned as a contribution to the
hobby. It is only fair that the equipment is returned in a fully functional
state.
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Code Of Conduct and Site Rules
1) All players of DROPZONE must read and adhere to these
regulations. For insurance and legal reasons you must be over
eighteen years of age and must have completed a DROPZONE
booking form before being able to take part in the event.
2) Be courteous and polite to any members of public that may stray
onto the event site. Go out of your way to allay any fears and never
intimidate, alienate, threaten, be abusive or point any weapon
towards them.
3) No weapon is to be carried or displayed off the event site and they
must be packed away out of sight during transit.
4) Once you are geared up, do not move outside of the event site.
5) Do not move, remove, damage or sabotage any of the sites
fixtures and fittings.
Likewise never touch, loot or disable the property of other players
without their permission. Lootable props may be included as part of
any one scenario or an overall scenario.
6) Please respect and obey the rulings of the game refs, abide by the
rules of the game and the law of the land. These regulations are to
be considered always in force, unless otherwise stated.
7) No illegal substances to be allowed on site.
8) Do not bring any replica guns, blank firing guns, starter pistols or
any illegal knife to the event.
9) No smoke bombs or other pyrotechnics will be allowed on site with
the exception of those authorised for use on adventures.
10) Keep litter to a minimum and dispose of all litter from your
camping area at the end of the weekend (bins and bags will be
provided).
11) No Campfires are allowed (even for cooking purposes) except at
the designated fire pit. You can’t miss it - it’s the one full of ‘refreshed’
taggers.
12) No alcohol should be consumed before or during any of the
scheduled games put on at Dropzone 2018 and none should be
taken out into the field.
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What To Bring
In addition to the 14 tag rifles, tag pistols and tag mega-cannons of
death and 23 cans of lager/cider/old fusty’s nasty brew, it is equally
important that you remember a number of other items.
Please feel free to add to the list as appropriate:
• Print outs of any info from this booklet you might need
• All your player/NPC costume
• Bandages (for SAMS 4 medical system. 2/3 each, 1.2 m x 10 cm
approx)
• Food and drink (non alcoholic)
• Tent
• Sleeping bag & bedding
• Eating utensils
• Toilet roll (in case we do run out)
• Spare warm clothes
• Torch (you must carry a torch on night games)
• Whistle (you should carry a whistle on all games)
• Personal medication, if required (please advise us in advance if you
have special
medical needs or problems)
• Spare batteries
• Even more sense of humour than last year!
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Directions

The Welsh Dr, Eversley, Hook RG27 0PX

Coming from the South, off the A30: turn onto the A327 and head
North. The Welsh Drive is the third turning on the left. It is a gravel
track signposted 'R.Collard' and 'Cemex'. Follow the track for some
way, and Gunman Airsoft is on your right.
Coming from the North: follow the A327 south. The Welsh Drive is
the first turning on your right after passing Eversley Storage.
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Local Facilities
Turning right onto the A327 and heading South will bring you to a
roundabout on the A30.
Turn left here and head towards Camberley. After three roundabouts,
you will pass a Shell petrol station. Immediately beyond that is a
Tesco Express.
Further on there is a crossroads with traffic lights – going left will give
yo an Aldi, going right will give you a Lidl, and going straight on will
give you another set of lights. Turning left here will give you some
local takeaways (Grandma Buggins' is a local landmark...).
If you continue straight on at these lights, you will find yourselves at
the Meadow's r'about, just off which is a 24 hr Tesco and an M & S
with foodhall.
Heading on into Camberley will provide all sorts, from KFC to
Nepalese.
If you have any further questions, speak to Ali and Justin – we're
locals!
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